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INTRODUCTION 
In 2001, the City of Citrus Heights created a History and Arts Commission to preserve and promote 

the City’s historic resources; foster, develop and enrich programs for the arts; and encourage citizen 

participation in its outreach activities. After discovering the contributions of the Ladies Auxiliary and 

Ladies in White to local history, the Commission held a meeting in 2004 at City Hall with former 

members of the Ladies in White. This reunion was the first time the Ladies had gathered to discuss 

their organization, its mission and the people. Recognizing the significance of the Ladies in White, 

and its predecessor, the Ladies Auxiliary, the City curated two exhibitions on these ground-breaking 

groups, one in 2005 and the other in 2010. Both of these exhibits were sponsored by the City’s 

History and Arts Commission and involved members of the Ladies. 

During the research phase for these exhibits, Debbie Poulsen was hired to delve into the history of 

the Ladies Auxiliary. She then turned this work into her 2007 Master’s Thesis in Public History at 

California State University, Sacramento. As part of her project, Ms. Poulsen conducted ten oral 

history interviews with former Ladies and retired Citrus Heights Fire District Chief Warren Desimone, 

son of the two founders of the Ladies Auxiliary. Subsequently Mr. Desimone donated his 

photographic collection of the Ladies and the Citrus Heights Fire District (due to a number of fire 

district merges, the name was changed in 2000 to the Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District). Many 

of the photos in this book came from this archival collection, as well as the Sacramento Metropolitan 

Fire District and other sources, including the Ladies themselves. A number of the quotes used are 

from oral history interviews. 

The publication of this photographic history of the Ladies Auxiliary and Ladies in White by the 

History and Arts Commission represents our knowledge to date. Our goals with this book are to 

create a publication detailing the contributions of these two groups of pioneers and to inspire a 

second in-depth study of the Ladies in White. It is our hope that additional information, photos and 

artifacts, will come forth to enhance our understanding of the two Ladies groups. The authors wish 

to dedicate this book to the brave women of the Ladies Auxiliary and the Ladies in White. 

Teena Stern and Alice Fellos 

History and Arts Commission of the City of Citrus Heights 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LADIES AUXILIARY 1942 - 1947 

“Among the heroes of the day were the women of the Citrus Heights Fire Department . . .” 

“Firewomen of the Heights District Display Grit,” Roseville Press Tribune, June 27, 1947, p.1. 

 

In 1934, local citizens began a collaborative 

effort to form a fire fighting group. The next 

year saw the beginnings of organized fire 

protection in the area and the Citrus Heights 

Fire District, Inc. was established. It then 

joined the Sacramento County Fireman’s 

Association. Eugene (Gene) Desimone (left) was 

the first chief of the fire district, followed by Ed 

Voltz (right). 

 

Formed in 1935, the District was an all-male 

volunteer department. It covered a vast area 

that included not only Citrus Heights, but 

Orangevale, Antelope and Del Paso. This 

association was the forerunner to the 

Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District.  
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In order to establish a comprehensive 

program for civil defense, the Organization 

of the California State Council of Defense 

was created in 1940. After the Pearl Harbor 

attack and the entry of the United States 

into World War II, local municipalities 

sought solutions for carrying out necessary 

protection and safety functions.  For the 

Citrus Heights Fire District this meant a 

call to the women who lived here to train 

and serve as fire fighters while the men 

served in the military. 

 

 

 

 

 

Noted Governor Earl Warren, 

“Women…respond patriotically to the call 

to relieve men needed elsewhere 

in war activities.” 

Debbie Poulsen, “The Citrus Heights Ladies Auxiliary: 

Women Fire Fighters 1940 – 1950” (Masters Thesis, 

California State University, Sacramento, 2007), 14.  
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The void left in the fire district was filled with women from the community.  Formed in 1942 by Fire Chief 

Eugene Desimone and his wife Zella, the Ladies Auxiliary helped fight fires in the local area. While the few 

male firefighters who remained worked at night, the newly trained female recruits were responsible for 

daytime emergencies.  Reflecting the times, there were a number of men who were not comfortable with 

women serving as fire fighters.  Nonetheless, the Ladies became one of the country’s earliest all-female 

firefighting crews, demonstrating their grit, ingenuity and abilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left to right: Estaline Mulch, Verda Taylor, Elizabeth Stoddard, Pal Ravinale, 

Camille Smith, Zella Desimone, Lola Oldham and Mary Bost 
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Until 1941, the newly formed fire-fighting organization was largely funded by the community. The district 

obtained the essential equipment and vehicles and was largely out of debt when operations began.  

Considering the district’s formative years were during the Depression, this is quite an accomplishment for a 

rural area.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left to right:  Estaline Mulch, Zella Desimone, the other two are unknown. 
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While the County of Sacramento 

contributed some funding for fighting fires, 

the majority came from donations and 

fundraisers, such as bake sales, auctions, 

dances and card parties. Many of these 

events were held at the Citrus Heights 

Community Clubhouse on Sylvan Road 

(formerly the Sylvan School). At a meeting 

on January 8, 1935, at the Clubhouse, 

Chief Desimone noted the district would 

be self-supporting. 

Photo ca. 1991-95. 
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“No peace time fire department has the manpower to handle 

situations brought about by air attacks . . . An Auxiliary force 

must likewise be established in American cities.” 

“The Role of the Fire Services in National Defense,” 

Fred Sheppard, Fire Engineering, 1941, p.25. 

Eugene and Zella Desimone are shown in the front of Engine # 9, ca. late 1930s. 
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During the late 1930s, Zella was a supportive community member effectively raising funds for the new fire 

district. By 1941, she became a co-founder and active member of the Ladies Auxiliary. 
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There were enough women 

volunteers to fully staff the 

first fire station, located at 

Greenback and Mariposa 

(Central Station).   

The Ladies surrounding Truck 

2, left to right, are Elizabeth 

Stoddard, Oneta Harper, 

Camille Smith, Zella 

Desimone, Lola Oldham, 

Verda Taylor (passenger side), 

and Mary Bost (driver).  Note 

the 1927 Fageol in the 

background. 
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Chief Eugene Desimone conducted weekly training 

sessions for the Ladies. The boy pictured is Warren 

Desimone, son of Eugene and Zella, and a future fire 

district chief. 
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Ladies Auxiliary members are shown 

training to extinguish grass fires, which 

occurred in this area more than any other 

type of fire. 
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Because fire hydrants were scarce, 

water from fire trucks was a 

necessary tool. Unfortunately, the 

trucks only held 150 to 250 gallons, 

adding to the arduous conditions. 
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Many of the Ladies had professions in addition to 

serving as volunteer fire fighters. Elizabeth 

Stoddard drove the Sylvan School Bus, shown 

here in 1945. 
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This 1948 map shows the area, approximately 10 square miles, encompassed by the Citrus 

Heights Fire District. Pictured here are the locations of Auxiliary members’ homes and Camp 

Kohler, as recalled by Chief Warren Desimone.   

Debbie Poulsen, “The Citrus Heights Ladies Auxiliary: Women Fire Fighters 1940 – 1950” (Masters 

Thesis, California State University, Sacramento, 2007), 81.  
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Auburn Boulevard and Greenback Lane can be seen from this 1958 aerial photo. Note the undeveloped 

land and lack of paved roads. Also pictured is San Juan High School. 
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After receiving a call at her home, Mary Bost dropped 

what she was doing and donned her blue jumpsuit. 

“Any day in the year, the siren may 

send forth its call. When that 

happens, the women drop whatever 

they are doing, whether it is the 

weekly washing, baking a pie for 

dinner, or cleaning the house.”  

Olmstead, Lorena Ann,  “Feminine Fire 

Fighters,”  Fire Engineering, March 1942, 

p. 160 – 161. 
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After racing to a fire, the Ladies “start the trucks, work the pumps, connect the hoses to the trucks and 

hydrants, remove ladders from trucks, raise them to buildings, climb a ladder properly, carry a hose up 

the ladder, rescue persons from buildings, give them artificial respiration and many other facts necessary 

to successful fire-fighting.” 

F. Leland Elam, “Manning a Fire Crew with Women:  In Citrus Heights They Take Over A New Job,” 

Sacramento BEE,  December  27, 1941, p. 46. 
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In the 1940s, the ladies were forced to drive 

hazardous roads and ploughed fields in the 

outlying areas of Sacramento County. In 

1941, an unstable wooden bridge collapsed 

after the truck passed over it. Note the grim 

determination of driver Zella Desimone as she 

navigates the rough terrain. Behind her are 

Verda Taylor and Mary Bost. 
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Elizabeth Stoddard and Zella Desimone, 1943. Note the helmets hanging on the side of the truck. 
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Elizabeth Stoddard and her fellow Auxiliary 

members “will take on anything that looks like 

a fire, large or small, and fight it to a 

standstill.” 

F. Leland Elam, “Manning a Fire Crew with 

Women: In Citrus Heights They Take Over A 

New Job,”  Sacramento BEE, December 27, 

1941. 
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A 1942 article in Fire Engineering by Lorena 

Ann Olmstead noted the Ladies Auxiliary put 

out seven fires a week on average in the first 

year. 
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A good number of these fires involved 

barns and other farm related buildings. 

Not only did the Ladies save these 

structures, but they also rescued the farm 

animals. It was not unusual for the Ladies 

to sustain injuries themselves, even losing 

their eyelashes on occasion. 
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Note the back pumps on Chief Estaline Mulch 

and Elizabeth Stoddard as they fight a grass 

fire, 1942.   
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CAMP KOHLER 
“Among the heroes of the day were the women of the Citrus Heights fire department,” 

who modestly believed that it was “only our duty.” 

“Firewomen of the Heights District Display Grit,” Roseville Press Tribune, June 27, 1947, p.1. 

In the midst of WWII, a Signal Corps Replacement Center was constructed north of Sacramento in an 

area regarded today as Foothill Farms-North Highlands. It was called Camp Kohler and was located at 

McClellan Air Force Base. The facility served a number of purposes, including as a transit depot for 

Army Air Forces, basic training and advanced communication training. It also housed The Walerga 

Collection Center, an interim detention facility to assemble Japanese-Americans until permanent 

internment camps were constructed. 

 

Camp Kohler, 1943 
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Camp Kohler consisted of over 800 acres and 

was comprised of structures constructed from 

flimsy building materials, including chicken 

wire and tar paper.  Sacramento BEE reported, 

the wood barracks were “parched bone dry by 

the summer sun” (June 21, 1947). Six days 

later, a passing train ignited a grass fire. Blazing 

tar paper was whipped around by extremely 

windy conditions, contributing to the immense 

fire. The majority of the camp was destroyed. 

Surrounding areas along Auburn Blvd. and the 

northern Carmichael boundaries also suffered.  

The fire was eventually stopped at Manzanita 

Avenue and Winding Way. Local utilities were 

severely impacted while fighting the fire was 

hampered by a lack of water. In his 2006 oral history interview, volunteer fire fighter Richard Yates recalled, 

Camp Kohler was an “eye opening experience,” and further noted, “no one had ever seen a fire like that 

before.” Because of the fire at Camp Kohler, the fire district was able to justify more and better fire 

equipment, especially fire hydrants. 

Committed and determined to do their job, the Ladies Auxiliary responded to the massive fire. Members 

Camille Smith and Oneta Harper drove trucks from their Citrus Heights homes. A local newspaper reported, 

“The women joined forces with Kohler firemen, combating the flames until they swept past fire breaks and 

made a blazing inferno of the camp’s barracks” (Roseville Press Tribune, 1947). Two of the Ladies, Willie Mae 

Brooks and Camille Smith, were severely injured, as were others involved in the containment. Charles Gay, 

of the Arcade Fire Department, lost his life. 
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A number of Ladies and witnesses to the fire 

recounted the difficult conditions they endured 

while fighting the fire at Camp Kohler. Wanda 

Jo Oldham Thrower, daughter of Lola Oldham, 

remembered her parents coming back home 

from the fire, taking showers, changing clothes 

and going back out to fight once again. LeRoy 

Mulch, the son of Estaline and Virgil Mulch, 

recalled, the “women fire fighters…were 

absolutely black with the smoke and dust and 

dirt and they were exhausted,” and noted, “I 

was so glad that I had some food for them to 

eat” (Oral History Interview, 2006). Chief 

Warren Desimone recalled an encounter he 

had with Louise Patterson at the fire station 

later in the day.  Louise “prepared dinner for 

all the guys and gals,” the former Chief 

recalled, “I remember getting my eyes washed 

out by her” (Oral History Interview, 2006). This 

was Louise’s first experience with the Ladies 

Auxiliary. 

The Camp Kohler fire of June 27, 1947, was 

the biggest and most harrowing event for the 

Ladies Auxiliary. While the members continued 

to fight fires afterward, 1947 marked the end 

of the Auxiliary. As the men returned from 

World War II, the Ladies Auxiliary was 

disbanded.  

Reed Jordan, a reporter for Sacramento 

BEE, noted, “viewed from the air, the 

burned area looked not unlike a 

battlefield,” and, “It was the dogged work 

of volunteers (firemen and Ladies 

Auxiliary members), who many times 

risked their lives and equipment, which 

kept the disaster from becoming even 

greater” (June 21, 1947). 
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An oil drum skyrockets into the air as flames lick at the oil tanks of the Earl Oil Company plant 

during the Camp Kohler fire. 
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The “Camp Kohler fire was the worst that we ever had – a real whopper.” 

The whirling dust “… was like sand blasting us.” 

Warren Desimone, Oral History Interview, April 25, 2006. 
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 “It gives one a very secure feeling and a feeling of pride in our community to 

know there is such an efficient unit just minutes away for real emergencies.” 
Alfred and Caroline Spann, City of Citrus Heights Archives. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LADIES IN WHITE RESCUE SQUAD 1951 - 1986 

“It is an honor to be part of the Ladies in White.” 

Lois Patterson, Oral History Interview, March 21, 2006. 

 

In 1951, Chief Eugene Desimone responded to a fire on Auburn Boulevard when he encountered an accident 

involving a bus and a car. He was forced to leave some of his men to handle the accident while the rest 

proceeded to fight the fire. In the aftermath of this dual emergency, he spoke with his wife, Zella, about 

reinstating the Ladies Auxiliary and training them to handle first aid emergencies. In collaboration with the 

Chief, Estaline Mulch, Zella Desimone and Mary Bost, former members of the Ladies Auxiliary, along with 

Louise Patterson, established the Ladies in White Rescue Squad in 1951.  

Louise Patterson                   Mary Bost                    Estaline Mulch                    Zella Desimone 
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The Ladies in White provided volunteer emergency 

response services throughout the area from 1951 – 1986. 

These volunteers, numbering as many as forty in some 

years, supplemented the Citrus Heights Fire District in 

providing assistance to victims of fires, automobile 

accidents and other dire situations. They pioneered the 

concept of medical response teams working in 

conjunction with local fire departments and provided an 

organizational model other communities would soon 

follow. The organization was widely recognized as one of 

the nation’s first and most effective volunteer first aid 

programs. The volunteers generously donated their time, 

talent and training to aid and assist those in peril. 

 

 

 

 

The Ladies in White engaged in rescue drills at the Ancil 

Hoffman Fire Training Center, located behind Central 

Station. 
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The volunteers received training from local hospitals, the American Red Cross and local fire fighters, which 

usually required three to six months to complete. In addition to initial training, the dedicated volunteers 

were required to participate in monthly drills to maintain their Rescue Workers Certificates. Upon 
completion of training, they were issued uniforms, which included a pair of modified painters coveralls and 

a medical aid kit. 
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In order to prepare for a variety 

of emergencies, the Ladies 

practiced ladder drills while 

fighting a fire. 
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In later years, the Ladies received advanced first 

aid training and were certified as Emergency 

Medical Technicians. 
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Always on call, the proud Ladies in White lived in and around Citrus Heights. They covered an area of 

38 square miles, using their own vehicles or Rescue One, a 1953 Pontiac ambulance. In the 1960s, the 

City had a population of approximately 20,000. The Ladies responded to an average of 550 calls per 

year. These included not only fire-related emergencies and accidents, but also a range of medical 

assistance, including: administering first aid, application of splints and bandages, mouth to mouth 

resuscitation, transportation and delivering babies, often in less than desirable conditions. 

Note the three members of the Ladies in White and Rescue One, taken in the mid 1960s when Warren 

Desimone was chief (shown standing in white shirt, he was chief from 1963-1976). The emergency 

medical service vehicle, known as Rescue One, was purchased by the Sacramento County Board of 

Supervisors for $2,119. The 1953 Pontiac was then donated to the Citrus Heights Fire District. 
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Rescue One served as the only ambulance in the northeast portion of Sacramento County. It was 

operated by the Ladies in White Rescue Squad, who outfitted the ambulance with the necessary 

emergency equipment. By 1989, when the Citrus Heights Fire District consolidated with the Rancho 

Cordova Fire District and became known as the Sacramento County Fire Protection District, Rescue 

One had been in retirement for some time. In 1999, it was sold to private collectors Richard and 
Marsha Bichel (a former member of the Ladies in White, 1971-1975). Richard was a Citrus Heights 

Fire Fighter from 1970-2000. The Bichels donated the ambulance to the Pioneer Mutual Hook and 

Ladder Society in 2011. The license plate reads CHFDR1. 
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Marsha Bichel, wearing her original Ladies in White uniform, standing in front of 

Rescue One, 2004. 
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Rescue squad members were issued first aid kits. Additional supplies were added at their own 
expense. Ladies personalized their first aid kits by using those supplies that expressed their 

individuality, such as the Super Mario Bros. bandages, ca. 1985. Personal items were also 

included, such as the rain bonnet in the small blue case, Avon hand cream, Peanuts notebook and 

breath mints, as in the tool box belonging to Winnie Veasman. 
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The Ladies often used 

recycled first aid kits to 

hold supplies, such as 

this kit from the Boy 

Scouts of America.  

The back of Rescue One was 

customized to hold a gurney and 

handmade cabinets where the first 

aid equipment and resuscitators 

were stored. The cabinets also served 

as seats for the rescue squad 

members. 
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Resuscitators would have to be refilled after each use so they would be ready for the next emergency. 
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The Ladies in White were dispatched by radio. When a call came 

in, the two rescue squad members who lived the closest to the 

emergency were contacted. On duty twenty-four hours per day, 

these women drove their own cars, aiding in the rapid response.  

Two volunteers were also dispatched from Central Station. 

Ladies in White member June Jackson (pictured above) served 

as a dispatcher in the alarm office. Along with her husband, 

Jackson resided at Central Station.  

The Ladies were required 

to purchase their own 

radios. 
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The name Ladies in White aptly describes the all-female squad who slipped into their all white coveralls 

when summoned to an emergency. Skilled in a variety of rescue and medical techniques, the women 

successfully competed in national and international events. Rescue squad members entered and won 

rescue and safety competitions against both national and international opponents. One year, they 

competed at the California State Fair in Sacramento and received first place honors. 

Members of the Ladies in White pose in front of Rescue One. Note 

the variety of footwear worn by the Ladies.   
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Janie McBride’s badge and identification cards. Note Chief Warren 

Desimone’s signature. 

Note the diaper pin fastened to Winnie Veasman’s white Rescue Squad shirt. The safety pins attached 

signify the number of babies a volunteer Ladies in White helped deliver. 
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“An angel of mercy in white overalls.”   

Carol Lou Hayes, 1965  

City of Citrus Heights Archives 
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When access to a car accident 

victim was restricted and an 

opening was needed, an extraction 

drill was used. 

While the Ladies were organized primarily to give first aid to 

traffic accident victims, they became such experts that they took 

charge in any type of emergency, including firefighting when not 

enough male members of the department were available. 
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By the 1980s, the population in the Citrus 

Heights area had increased dramatically. 

With it came a rise in traffic and volume of 

rescue calls beyond the capacity of the 

volunteer rescue workers. These factors 

combined with the introduction of 

paramedics with advanced training, 

contributed to the end of the Ladies in White 

organization in 1986. 
Left to right: Doreen Scharlach, Carol Rowlette, 

Winnie Veasman and Carol Goff. 
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Front Row (left to right):  Lois Patterson, Unknown, Unknown, June Jackson, Bonnie McKenna, Sandra 

Stoddard, Unknown and Marie Wilson. 

Second Row (left to right):  Unknown, Opa Griswold, Unknown, Unknown, Lillian Pittman, Unknown, Iva 

Frances, Connie Linares, Madelyn Riggan and Sharon Jones. 

Third Row (left to right):  Unknown, Carol Alexander, Larae Osborne, Unknown, Unknown, Shirley 

Verhines, Janie McBride, Unknown, Unknown, Esta Sanders, Marlene Covington and Viola Good. 
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CONCLUSION 
These first responders “will take on anything that looks like a fire, large or small  

and fight it to a standstill.”  

F. Leland Elam, “Manning a Fire Crew with Women:  In Citrus Heights They Take Over A New Job,” 

Sacramento BEE,  December  27, 1941, p. 46. 

 

 

The Ladies Auxiliary was one of the nation’s earliest all-female 

volunteer fire-fighting organizations, receiving both statewide 

and national recognition. As noted by David Richie, 

Sacramento BEE Reporter in 2004, the Ladies in White 

pioneered the concept of first aid units working in conjunction 

with fire fighters, providing one of the most effective volunteer 

organizations of this type. Many other communities replicated 

their model. The Citrus Heights Fire District and the Ladies 

had tremendous vision, not only in bringing women into a 

previously all-male profession, but also in fire-fighting 

equipment, techniques and training, which demonstrates the 

progressive nature of all involved. 

Warren Desimone, San Juan 

Union High School yearbook 

photo, 1949 
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Responding to the needs of the rural community, one of the innovations to traditional fire-fighting was 

the addition of fire sweeps, small water nozzles added underneath a fire truck’s front fender wheels 

used in response to grass fires. During the 1940s, fire hydrants were scarce. Because the fire-fighting 

vehicles had a limited water supply, the Ladies worked to convince residents to install fire hydrants. 

The Ladies also encouraged homeowners to obtain permits before burning the grass in their yards. In 

addition, they were active in community outreach. Public safety and first aid were emphasized when 

speaking to the local populace. In collaboration with the fire district, they inspired young men to 

become junior fire-fighters. A number of these youths went on to become local fire-fighters, including 

Warren Desimone. 

The City of Citrus Heights can take great pride in the legacy, strength and dedication of the Ladies 

Auxiliary and Ladies in White. Their contributions provide an illustrious chapter in our nation’s 

history, focusing on the abilities of women. Citrus Heights wishes to acknowledge them and thank 

them for their distinguished service. 

“It was an interesting time to live, and it brought out what women can do….”  

Winifred Stoddard Upper, Oral History Interview, June 16, 2007. 
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Seen here left to right: Oneta Harper, 

Elizabeth Stoddard, Lola Oldham, Verda 

Taylor, Palymira Ravinale, Mary Bost, Zella 

Desimone and Estaline Mulch. 

Left to right:  Louise Patterson, Doreen 

Sharlach, Doris Blanco, Vi Hall, Shirley 

Verhines, Marsha Logan, Marsha Bichel and 

Lula Swells, 2004. 
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This 2008 photo of firefighter and paramedic Michelle Eidam illustrates the progression of women in 

what was traditionally an all male profession in 1941 when the Ladies Auxiliary was formed, to the 

inclusive nature that exists today.   
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LADIES AUXILIARY 

MEMBERS 
Bost, Mary 

Desimone, Zella (Captain) 

Evans, Tommy 

Harper, Oneta 

Macabee, Donnie 

Mulch, Estaline (Fire Chief) 

Oldham, Lola 

Ravinale, Palmyra (Captain) 

Smith, Camille (Captain) 

Stoddard, Elizabeth 

Taylor, Verda 

 

 

 

LADIES IN WHITE 

RESCUE SQUAD 

Alexander, Carol 

Bartlett, Jeanette 

Baner, Bridget 

Bentz, Florence 

Bichel, Richard and Marsha, who 

 loaned Rescue One for the 

 exhibitions and later

 donated it to The Pioneer 

 Hook and Ladder Company 

Binning, Alma 

Black, Clara,  

Blackwood, Paula 

Blanco, Doris 

Davis, Lori Lt. 

Davis, Vy 

Desmione, Zella 

Dolley, Lois 

Eversuit, Cathy 

Good, Viola 

Gurry, Ruby 

Hall, Carmen 

Hall, Maryette 

Hall, Vy 

Hayworth 

Hill, Bonnie 

Howard, Helen 

Jackson, June 

Joelson, Barbara 

Kreutzjans, Anita 

Kropp, Clara 

Lamb, Janie 

Linarez, Connie 

Littlejohn, Debbie 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS CONTINUED 
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Logan, Marsha 

Martha 

McBride, Janie 

Patterson, Lois 

Patterson, Louise 

Pittman, Lillian 

Riggan, Madelyn 

Roberson, Kathaleen 

Saunders, Esta 

Sharlach, Doreen 

Smith, Alice 

Smith, Maxine 

Stoddard, Sandra 

Swalls, Lula 

Synder, Lorraine 

Thayne, Sandra 

Upper, Winifred Stoddard 

Veasman, Winnie 

Verhines, Shirley 

Wisker 

Wilson, Marie 

 

NOTE 

To date, there is no complete list of 

all of the rescue squad members. 

The authors hope to learn of any 

additional names that deserve to 

be listed here and apologize for 

omissions and any misspellings. 
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POULSEN INTERVIEWS 

These ten people were interviewed by Debra Poulsen in 2006-2007 for her Master’s Thesis. Some are former 

members of the Ladies in White, while others are related to them or have been area fire fighters. 

  Carle, Dorothy Harper 

  Desimone, Warren 

  Fallert, Virginia Mulch 

  Harper, Kenneth 

  Patterson, Lois 

  Patterson, Louise 

  Stoddard, David 

  Thrower, Wanda Jo Oldham 

  Yates, Richard 

  Upper, Winifred Stoddard 
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SPECIAL NOTE 

When the City of Citrus Heights began its work with the Ladies in 2004, the historian for the Sacramento 

Metropolitan Fire District, Captain Randy Wootton, served as a consultant. Throughout the years, Captain 

Wootton has generously donated his time and expertise to the story of the Ladies. He made the historical 

collections of the Fire District available to the city and commission, some of which were loaned for the two 

interpretive exhibitions and are featured in this text. The authors wish to express their particular gratitude 

for Captain Wootton’s assistance in order to better understand the history of the Ladies Auxiliary and Ladies 

in White. 


